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Strengthening links between school and community is critical for improving people’s participation in environmental issues. However, Mexican education programmes are generally unrelated to rural students’ life experience and are planned without considering either teachers’ or students’ opinions. This article describes the participatory construction of a preparatory school environmental education (EE) programme in Ixtlan de Juarez, a Mexican indigenous community internationally recognised for sustainable forest management. The qualitative research methods used are based on the action research methodology. Results from interviews conducted with the preparatory school’s headmaster, the coordinator, and nine teachers provided the needed documentation of the school site for contextualising learning activities. Feedback during focus groups with six students, three teachers, five local communal authorities, and two researchers highlighted that all participants perceived the need for creating an educational programme focused on local forest management. The contents and activities of the programme were designed by the focus group’s participants. The programme has been continuously taught by teachers and forest workers since 2005 and was officially integrated with the preparatory school science curriculum in 2006. This participative educational experience has thus transformed the mandatory school curriculum in Ixtlan.
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Introduction

Environmental education (EE) researchers consider that EE ideally should be a nodal component of education. EE should not be a fashion, but a fundamental dimension of contemporary education because it has the capacity to provide the basis for the reconstruction of relationships among persons, societies, and the environment (Sauvé, 1999). In developing countries many attempts have been made to incorporate EE into school curriculum. These efforts have frequently focused on the concept of contextualisation through active learning, a concept that refers to a strategy for curriculum development based on the school’s local context (UNESCO, 1994). Unfortunately, most of those attempts have only resulted in the introduction of some local topics and activities into the school curriculum (Taylor & Mulhall, 2001), mainly as a part of the natural sciences’ school subject. As a consequence, the incorporation of EE in formal education is a pending matter in developing countries.

The present article describes the construction of a preparatory school EE programme in Ixtlan de Juarez in Oaxaca, a Mexican indigenous community located in the pine forests of Sierra Norte. The EE programme was and continues to be focused on forest management which is particularly relevant for a community economically dependent on forest resources. Ixtlan is a representative of other indigenous communities in Mexico, where around 80% of the national forest resources are held by such groups (Snook, 1997), but it is also exceptional because they are among the few indigenous communities in Mexico that have successfully managed their forest in both biologically and economically sustainable ways over decades. Ixtlan’s experience in forest management shows that community-owned forestry enterprises can have a positive role in conserving biodiversity. However, the permanence and growth of such successful experiences depend on adolescents’ professional future interests in their community.

Our research in the area (Ruiz-Mallén, Barraza, Bodenhorn, & Reyes-Garcia, 2009) suggests that preparatory school students have a low knowledge on ecological issues included in the school curriculum. For instance, results from a questionnaire on ecological concepts taught at school showed that only 43 out of 95 students knew the meaning of the term “silviculture”, which is centrally related to their local environment because of the forest management activities in Ixtlan. We have argued that the low knowledge of ecological concepts might be due to the passive methods used to teach school science concepts, since previous research suggests that passive methods do not promote students’ enduring interest in school ecological and environmental learning (Barraza, 2000; Reinfried, 2004). To promote students’ interest in science, participatory research projects should be actively linked to community concerns. Otherwise, if adolescents do not develop an interest in environmental issues, it is likely that the successful forestry enterprise cannot survive. In such communities, the school can and should act as a bridge between the final stage of formal schooling and local natural resource management to enable the continuity and success of community-owned forestry enterprises (see also Ruiz-Mallén & Barraza, 2006).
To address the challenge, we conducted this research with the aim of promoting relationships between environmental and ecological school contents and local forestry issues in the Ixtlan preparatory school curriculum. To do so we relied on the EE research model proposed by Barraza (2000), the fundamental principle of which is that the final education proposal must be a result of a contextualised and participatory research process. Two information-gathering steps were considered for constructing a contextualised EE programme. First, semi-structured interviews were conducted with preparatory school teachers to document the study site for the contextualisation of the school programme. Second, a focus group with students, teachers, and local authorities from Ixtlan was conducted to plan an education programme focused on forest management. Information from semi-structured interviews was useful for directing the discussion of the focus group and for reaching consensus about the need to create an EE programme focused on forest management. The EE programme has been self-conducted by preparatory school teachers and community forestry workers since 2005.

The description of this case study is important for two reasons. First, it improves our understanding of key issues on contextualising learning, such as how to design contents and activities in an EE programme, or how to motivate people to participate in decisions about the programme’s contents and activities. The description of this case study is also important to assess potential implications for planning EE in indigenous communities involved in forestry. Preparatory schools from other indigenous communities can take advantage of the EE experience presented here by adapting the Ixtlan programme to address their possibilities, needs, and interests. Given that the director of the preparatory school system for the State of Oaxaca incorporated the forestry education programme discussed here as a part of the Ixtlan’s preparatory school curriculum, this article describes an experience that represents an important step in the official recognition of the need to incorporate more local environmental topics in the Mexican preparatory school science curriculum.

**Action Research for Planning Participatory EE Programmes**

EE researchers recognise that the positivist/scientific research paradigm, characterised by the use of quantitative methods for measuring the acquisition of environmental knowledge, originally dominated the relatively young and evolving field of EE (Palmer, 1998). More recently, within the rapidly expanding research in EE, two additional paradigms have appeared as a reaction to the positivist paradigm. The two paradigms (interpretativism/constructivism and critical theory/action research) have very different underlying assumptions (Hart & Nolan, 1999; Palmer, 1998). Together, the three main paradigms within EE research are employed to explain people’s behaviour related to their environment and attempt to control this behaviour by promoting attitudinal change. Differences between the theoretical and methodological foundations of these paradigms can be understood through the questions asked by each of them. Positivists ask “how many” or “how much” environmental knowledge, perceptions or attitudes do people acquire; interpretativists ask “how” people acquire, assimilate or
transmit environmental knowledge; and critical theorists ask “why” do people acquire environmental knowledge. Critical theorists seek useful participatory processes in the acquisition of environmental knowledge. But what does a participatory process mean in EE?

There is a tendency in the field of EE to confound participation with activism (i.e. waste separation, beach cleaning, or reforestation activities), but some authors have argued that EE cannot be reduced to activism because when the basis for practice is not clear, there is a breakdown between theory and practice (García-Ruiz & Calixto Flores, 2006; Sauvé, 1999). For instance, Hart (1997) argues that many environmental educators assume that EE programmes should promote some kind of direct action on behalf of the environment. Unfortunately, many environmental educators assign children and adults with tasks instead of encouraging them to identify their own problems and propose their own solutions. For EE to be effective, it should focus on the issues and worries that concern people’s daily lives (Sauvé, 1999). Thus, EE should allow people to understand the causes and consequences of their own environmental situation, empowering them and promoting their participation in solving local environmental problems. Based on our research in another Mexican indigenous community (San Juan Nuevo Parangaricutiro in Michoacan), we argue that, to raise people’s motivation and interest, the design of any educational activity should be based on participants’ opinions (Ruiz-Mallén & Barraza, 2006). Participation can only be achieved by developing learning methods that allow students to establish connections between their learning at school and their local problems (see also Barraza & Ruiz-Mallén, 2007).

The critical theory/action research framework for EE research offers a good opportunity to reduce the gap between theory and practice by involving community members in planning community-based EE content and activities. The framework uses action research to change practices by making them more consistent with the pedagogical aims or with the personal educational ideals that teachers reflexively construct to guide their actions (Elliot, 1994). According to Palmer (1998) the action research framework clearly challenges traditional pedagogy and curriculum organisation, a challenge that, for a variety of reasons, few may feel able or willing to take. This framework implies the creation of new roles for and relations among students, teachers, and curriculum developers. For example, in an action research science project conducted in seven primary schools in the UK, students were engaged in data collection (i.e. hardness of kitchen surfaces, heat retention of sleeping bags) and participated in group discussions of the findings (Warwick & Siraj-Blatchford, 2006). Results from interviews with students and teachers suggested that children were motivated to raise and address questions thrown up by the data analysis and seemed able to discuss procedural understanding in science. In another action research in Canada, Hodson and Bencze (1998) analysed how six science teachers worked with a change agent to evaluate their current educational practice and improve science classroom activities. All teachers had to learn, as they were students, how to describe their practice to the others and give criticism to their actions. Teachers’ reflection on current practice culminated in deciding on,
implementing, and evaluating novel science curriculum activities. In another action research in north-eastern Brazil, Watts and Jofili (1998) engaged secondary school teachers in a course on critical constructivist education in which they were required to shape individual action research projects to be undertaken in their schools. In interviews conducted 15 months after the programme ended, teachers pointed out that their educational approaches had changed in discussing concepts with students and contextualising science lessons using school surrounding examples. Teachers also noted that their students discovered their role in knowledge construction and became aware that learning does not just depend on the teacher. Then the action research framework seriously challenges the status quo in subject-based curriculum, in initial teacher education and continuing professional development, and in research itself. In sum, action research integrates the processes of pedagogical transformation and theory generation (Elliot, 1994). For this reason, understanding the process of learning and teaching becomes fundamental in action research.

In this study, action research theory was put into practice. The methods were used to promote Ixtlan adults’ reflection on the need to develop a formal EE programme addressed to adolescents, as well as their participation in planning its contents and activities.

**Learning and Teaching Contextualisation**

The action research framework in EE is strongly linked with the assumed value of contextualising learning and teaching. According to Duit (1991) contextualisation is based on a constructivist perspective: People learn by constructing their own knowledge as a result of their experience based on their interaction with the environment where they live. Therefore, a contextualised curriculum should be constructed by students, teachers, school authorities, and the community considering relations and interactions between people, their environment, and their culture. An action research framework in EE promotes a teaching-learning process based on the direct experience of the learners in their local environment by allowing them to achieve self-reflection and to create collaborative relations between themselves and the rest of the learning community (Kemmis & Carr, 1988). So action research gives researchers the participatory methods for developing contextualised education programmes.

Research suggests that participation in curriculum planning results in more challenging, effective, and enjoyable learning (Ballantyne, Fien, & Packer, 2001; Taylor & Mulhall, 2001; Watts & Jofili, 1998). For example, in a comparative research in Tanzania, Sri Lanka, India, and Ethiopia, Taylor and Mulhall (2001) explored three learning environments for primary school students: school, home, and community. The research aimed to discover the role of agricultural experience as a vehicle for contextualising learning in situations where learners’ life experience had been enriched by agriculture. They found that teachers attempted to contextualise learning by relating the content of the curriculum to the life experience of their students. To contextualise learning, teachers employed general examples with which students
were thought to be familiar. The authors found that when the curriculum content was contextualised, children understood better, supposedly because they paid more attention knowing that this learning could be used in practice. For example, a group of students from Tanzania had difficulty grasping the meaning of the term “bunch” until they were taken outside and shown a bunch of bananas on a tree.

In other research, Ballantyne et al. (2001) used a case study approach to explore the impact of two contextualised school EE programmes in Australia. The researchers helped contextualise learning by working with three teachers, 62 parents, and 152 students in a variety of environmental issues. The authors concluded that both programmes were successful in engaging students in thinking and learning environmental issues and identified two major factors that contributed to it: (1) Connecting topics taught in the programme with the interests of the group, and (2) Establishing more interactions between programmes’ content and activities and the lives of students’ parents.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to find such participatory curriculum planning experiences in Mexico, where the curriculum at primary, secondary, and preparatory school is extremely rigid (Barraza & Waldorf, 2002). The Federal Education Ministry dictates the basic curriculum for each education level, which is the same for all the schools in the country. For example, as Aguilera, Rodriguez, and Silva (2006) argue that the content of much curriculum design in Mexico is the same for urban and for rural schools, so curricula are not pertinent to students because they follow a non-aligned point of view. Curricular homogeneity neglects the basic principle that curriculum planning should be contextualised so that it is related to students’ values, culture, life conditions, and future expectations, as well as to community economic activities (Peralta, 1996).

Despite the lack of institutional flexibility, there are a variety of EE experiences supported by several State Education Ministries, academic institutions, and non-governmental organisations. One such initiative is the EE programme called “Science in the family” from Nuevo Leon, Northern Mexico. In this programme, primary school students, parents, teachers, and researchers collaborate in raising children’s sensibility to local natural resource conservation (Elizondo, Flores, & González, 2007). However, the creation of a formal EE programme in which Mexican teachers, students, and the community participate in designing content and activities is far from the Mexican education reality, more so in rural contexts. Each year, teachers are forced to complete the basic curriculum provided by the Federal Education Ministry. Teachers have neither the time nor the economic incentives to think about implementing EE programmes related to local resource management that are not included in the school curriculum. As a result, many educators just hand down knowledge employing passive teaching methods and students have no active role in the learning process (Barraza, 2001). The limitation has implications for students’ learning. For instance, Barraza and Cuarón (2004) found that new science words or concepts taught to Mexican children through the use of textbooks were less likely to be understood than concepts taught through hands-on activities.
In sum, previous research suggests that it is desirable to contextualise school curriculum in the environmental learning context of the students and to promote the use of practical and participatory teaching methods. However, research also shows that contextualising learning and including participatory methods in the curriculum are complex issues in Mexico. The present study contributes to increase the research on contextualising learning by exploring the case of a preparatory school in a Mexican indigenous community.

A Mexican Community Successfully Involved in Forest Management

The indigenous community of Ixtlan de Juarez (around 5,000 inhabitants) is located in the state of Oaxaca, in the south-east of Mexico. Since 1986, Ixtlan has adopted a conservation strategy based on the sustainable management of its forests and is one of the first indigenous communities to have a communal forestry enterprise in Mexico (Ruiz-Mallén et al., 2009).

Ixtlan’s internal governance is a mix of pre-colonial traditions (communal authority) and modern political systems (the municipality). The General Assembly is the supreme communal governing body that decides on all principal issues within the community as defined by common ownership of territory (Antironi & Rausser, 2007). As required by law, during the General Assembly sessions, each registered member of the community, corresponding to comunero families (forestry enterprise owners), has one vote on decisions regarding the management of natural resources. There are 384 comunero families (Comunidad of Ixtlan de Juarez, 1999), which have preference in gaining jobs in the forestry enterprise. Enterprise workers can work in a variety of jobs (i.e. forest logger, forest management technician, sawmill or factory worker, and office administrator) depending on their aptitude, skills, and level of formal education.

In Ixtlan there is only one preparatory school where adolescents from 15 to 20 years of age are prepared for higher education at a university or college. The school belongs to the CECyTE system [Scientific and Technologic Studies Centre]. The CECyTE curriculum differs from most Mexican preparatory school curricula in that its content is not totally defined by the Federal Ministry of Education, but rather each teacher elaborates the programme for the subject that s/he teaches. A preparatory school’s coordinators and supervisors from the State Education Ministry review all the programmes before implementation. As a result, the CECyTE curriculum is more flexible and dynamic than most of the other Mexican preparatory school education curricula.

Methods

The present study is based on the EE research model proposed by Barraza (2000), which main axis is the participatory research understood as a social process of knowledge generation, a research model that requires interaction among all participants (including researchers) in the process (Barraza & Ruiz-Mallén, 2007).
Data for the study were collected in 2005 and 2006. One of the authors of this article lived in the community for the entire duration of the research, which resulted in many opportunities of formal and informal interactions with all the participants of the study. Two research techniques were used with the ultimate aim of collaboratively developing an EE programme for Ixtlan preparatory school: semi-structured interviews and focus groups. The research was conducted in Spanish, which is the first language of the participants as well as of most of the researchers.

A total of 11 semi-structured interviews were conducted with the school’s headmaster, the coordinator, and nine teachers randomly selected from the 20 who were working at the CECyTE at the time of the research. Random selection allowed us to work with a variety of school teachers in order to explore their perceptions of the educational setting. It also avoided a focus on predictable components (i.e. teacher’s age, gender, school subject). The selected teachers taught courses in chemistry, mathematics, computer technology, nursing, history, and literature.

We used semi-structured interviews to explore teachers’ perceptions and opinions about: (1) the degree of contextualisation in the preparatory school curriculum, (2) the inclusion of local forest management in the school curriculum, and (3) students’ interest in local environmental issues. We structured the interviews around two topics: “Is the curriculum related to the activities of the community forestry enterprise and how?” and “Is it necessary to reinforce adolescents’ knowledge on local forestry and how?” The interviews were conducted orally and consisted of 12 open-ended questions related to the two topics mentioned (Table 1). The interviewers were also able to ask further questions if they thought they could obtain additional relevant information. Data were qualitatively analysed using the grounded theory (Strauss, 1987), an inductive theory that consists in interpreting data by means of the analytical reasoning to make a theory focused on the study subjects’ perception on the social phenomena. Thematic categories related to the topic aims were constructed from teachers’ answers and then categories were interrelated in a network diagram (Figure 1).

After analysing results from semi-structured interviews, we conducted a focus group to create a proposal for an EE programme. Focus groups provide an opportunity for discussing and planning a programme cooperatively by talking with several people at once. According to Gayford (1993) group discussion-based learning has a motivating effect on students and is an effective method of providing students with the opportunity to develop learning skills on EE.

We invited preparatory school teachers to participate in the focus group, as well as school and other communal authorities. From the 20 teachers and 11 representatives invited, eight of them voluntarily agreed to participate in this research activity. Additionally, we asked teachers to indicate the names of the students who would be willing to participate. The list consisted of six potential students, all of whom were invited and all of whom voluntarily agreed to participate. Overall, 16 people participated in this research activity. They included: six preparatory school students and three teachers with an interest in teaching environmental issues, three representatives from both the municipal and communal authorities as well as two from forestry and ecotourism...
enterprises, and two researchers. For 2 hours participants discussed the need to contextualise the CECyTE curriculum in relation to community forestry policies and activities. The focus group started with a group discussion on the following question: How should a preparatory school EE programme be planned? The researchers used the case of another Mexican indigenous community involved in forestry (San Juan Nuevo Parangaricutiro), which had just developed a cooperative EE programme between its preparatory school and its communal forestry enterprise (Barrazza & Ruiz-Mallén, 2007), to provide an example of how an EE programme could be built.

Results

Teachers’ Semi-Structured Interviews: Curriculum contextualisation

The results of the analysis of semi-structured interviews are organised in a network diagram of theme categories (Figure 1). The network diagram describes teachers’ opinions on the current inclusion of local and environmental topics in the preparatory school curriculum and their proposals for improving the provision of school-based EE in the community.

Table 1. Preparatory school teachers’ semi-structured interview questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Subject:</th>
<th>School year/s taught:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Is the curriculum related to the activities of the community forestry enterprise and how?</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. What do you think about Ixtlan preparatory school curricula?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Do you think that preparatory school areas of expertise are useful for adolescents in terms of gaining a job in Ixtlan’s community and region in the future? Would you eliminate an existing area of expertise? Would you add a new one?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Would you add or eliminate any subject from the preparatory school curriculum? Which one would you add or eliminate? Why?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Do you think that preparatory school subjects include regional and local contents? Which are the subjects that include them? Do you think its enough with these subjects? Why?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Do you think that environmental topics are included in preparatory school curriculum? What are the subjects that include environmental topics?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Do you talk about the communal forestry enterprise in your classes? Do you talk about the community? Do you talk about forest resources? Why do you talk (or not) about them? What do you explain about them? Would you like to include environmental contents in the subject/s you teach?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Is it necessary to reinforce adolescents’ knowledge on local forestry and why?</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Do you think that preparatory school students should know more about environmental issues from their community, including the forestry enterprise? Why?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. What do you propose for incorporating forestry enterprise activities in preparatory school curriculum?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Does the subject you teach incorporate environmental topics? Which ones?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Do you think students are interested in learning about environmental topics?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Do students ask you about environmental topics? What do they ask?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Do you think students are interested in knowing more about forestry enterprise?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Is the preparatory school curriculum related to the activities of the community forestry enterprise and how?

YES
- Local environmental content (6)
- Environmental science activities (7)
- Forest management content (8)
- Forestry enterprise activities (3)

NO
- No local environmental content (10)
- Lack of areas of expertise on local issues (7)
- No forest management areas of expertise (2)

Is it necessary to reinforce adolescents’ knowledge on local forestry and how?

YES
- Students’ lack of environmental local knowledge (5)
- Teachers’ lack of environmental local knowledge (5)
- Students are interested in environmental issues (9)
- Curriculum problems (4)

NO
- There is no job availability in forestry enterprise (1)
- Students are not interested in environmental issues (4)

Teachers’ proposals to contextualise preparatory school curriculum

PROPOSAL GOALS
- To increase environmental awareness (6)
- To promote students’ interest (6)

CONTENT PROPOSALS
- To teach environmental issues (2)

TEACHING METHODS PROPOSALS
- To improve teaching methods (2)
- To plan more environmental activities (11)

AREA OF EXPERTISE PROPOSALS
- Current areas of expertise are correct (8) but it is necessary:
  - To include other areas (not environmental) (4)
  - To include a forest management area of expertise (6)

Figure 1. Network diagram on teachers’ opinions about preparatory school curriculum contextualisation

Note. Number of teachers’ opinions in each category in parenthesis.
Teachers explained that environmental topics were part of the current Ixtlan CECyTE curriculum in the first and second years. Students in the third year had the opportunity to choose between two areas of expertise: nursing or computer technology, but did not have an option related with environmental issues.

The majority of teachers explained that they did not deal with local and environmental issues in their classes because these topics were not included in the curriculum:

Preparatory school curriculum is very general. There is not a subject focused on environmental issues. I think they should be included in the preparatory school curriculum. [Literature teacher]

Faced with this gap in environmental contents, teachers proposed several solutions to contextualise curriculum in relation to local natural resource management. Six teachers proposed to develop an area of expertise on forest management for the local CECyTE school curriculum. Furthermore, all of the teachers mentioned that it was necessary to do more EE activities as a part of the regular curriculum. They agreed that students should know about the activities of the communal forestry enterprise and be more aware of the importance of Ixtlan forest management for environmental conservation:

It is necessary to include subjects on environmental science. For this reason, I mentioned before an area of expertise in forest management. [Literature teacher]

We could learn about the enterprise’s activities and inform the rest of the community about it, and motivate their interest in it by creating a link between the school and the forestry initiatives. [Chemistry teacher]

There could be lectures, guide visits, and films about the destruction of our environment. We are not so far from the city of Oaxaca where they [Oaxaca’s population] are losing everything [their natural resources]. We still are lucky because we have forests. [Computer teacher]

Teachers felt confident that communal authorities would support school EE activities because, in general, Ixtlan’s population was concerned with environmental conservation and there was a precedent of institutional cooperation between the school and the community.

Focus Group: Participatory planning of the EE programme

The most important result from teachers’ semi-structured interviews related to the need to promote curriculum contextualisation. Thus the focus group already mentioned was organised to present to the local authorities these results and to discuss collectively the necessity of creating an EE programme focused on forest management. Under the suggestion of researchers, the focus group agreed to develop a participation-action education process based on the participants’ reflection about the need to include more local and environmental topics in the preparatory school curriculum.

During the focus group, researchers noticed that students agreed with their teachers on the importance of contextualising learning. Students said that they would like to learn more about the social, political, natural, and economic issues of the community. Students requested field trips to the forest and to the communal forestry enterprise.
Local authorities also agree with students and teachers and pointed out the need to transmit local environmental knowledge and values to new generations. They mentioned that the best way to achieve the transmission of local environmental knowledge was providing students the possibility of observing and experiencing how the community manages its natural resources. Local authorities offered access to all the communal facilities for putting teachers’ proposals into practice. Thanks to students, teachers, and authorities, the focus group achieved its aim of collectively planning an EE programme. Teachers and authorities adapted the content of the EE programme of San Juan Nuevo (Barraza & Ruiz-Mallén, 2007) to Ixtlan forestry enterprise activities; they decided, for example, to include the ecotourism enterprise in the EE programme. The EE programme content also reinforced the ecological concepts included in the preparatory school curriculum, such as ecosystem, biological conservation, and resource management. The programme consisted of eight sessions to be taught during a two-month period. Teachers, forest workers, and local authorities coordinated the whole programme. They used a variety of teaching methods such as fieldtrips, lectures, practical field-based exercises, and group discussion-based workshops (Table 2).

The programme was first taught during April and May 2005. At this time, the programme was taught in the afternoons or during weekends because it was not yet formally included into the preparatory school curriculum. A total of 40 people were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Lecturer</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ixtlan’s history and Ixtlan forestry enterprise’s foundation and evolution</td>
<td>Forest enterprise manager</td>
<td>Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>San Juan Nuevo forestry enterprise and the cooperation between Ixtlan and San Juan</td>
<td>Sociologist</td>
<td>Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Forestry enterprise departments’ functions and forest management plans</td>
<td>Forest engineer</td>
<td>Visit to forest enterprise administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The forest ecosystem, and forest fires and diseases control methods</td>
<td>Forest engineer</td>
<td>Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tree nurseries and plantations as strategies for environmental conservation and development</td>
<td>Forest enterprise worker</td>
<td>Visit to tree nurseries and plantations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The sawmill production areas</td>
<td>Forest engineer</td>
<td>Visit to sawmill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The role of ecotourism in Ixtlan environmental conservation and economy</td>
<td>Ecotourism enterprise manager</td>
<td>Visit to ecotourism enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Students’ proposal of planning a school garden for their preparatory school</td>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>Group discussion-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Future collaboration activities planning between preparatory school and community</td>
<td>Preparatory school and local authorities</td>
<td>Collective dynamic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
involved in this first experience: 33 students, two teachers, and five forestry and ecotourism enterprises’ workers.

As a consequence of the success of the first experience, teachers and local authorities collaborated in implementing the EE programme again during the next semester (August and September 2005) with a similar rate of students’ and teachers’ participation. This second time around, the programme was modified by teachers and communal authorities to reflect students’ requests for additional sessions on community water availability and waste management and treatment. Those particular sessions reflected the fact that the municipality and the communal authorities have responsibilities for promoting sound environmental policies that affect all citizens.

In 2006, the state-wide Department of Education decided to include the EE programme into Ixtlan’s preparatory science curriculum as a part of the Ecology module which is taught in the second year. More than 100 students, three teachers, seven forestry and ecotourism workers, and two municipal workers participated in the development of this EE programme in 2005 and 2006.

**Discussion**

In Mexico, most existing EE experiences have been developed in non-formal educational contexts. This article documents the participatory process of the creation of a formal EE programme in Ixtlan preparatory school. The main merit of the EE programme just presented lies in that it was completed in the same way it was planned: voluntarily and collectively. The methodology used, particularly the focus group, was very useful for action research objectives. The focus group helped to explore preparatory school teachers’, students’, and authorities’ perceptions and opinions about promoting learning contextualisation. It also helped to provide students and teachers to become more invested in developing teaching-learning skills on EE. Since focus groups are based on group interaction (Kitzinger, 1995), by using this method all participants were encouraged to talk to one another, exchange opinions, and collectively construct an EE programme focused on local natural resources management.

The process was possible despite Mexican educational constraints, as identified in semi-structured interviews with Ixtlan’s preparatory school teachers. The success of the programme in terms of durability is mostly a consequence of local peoples empowerment. Since teachers and students were able to take decisions about the whole programme (i.e. topics, schedule, and lectures) they could adapt it to their interests, possibilities, and to community and school resources, so they were both able and motivated to continue with the EE experience. This programme can be taken as an experience of how active participation helps individuals to identify and to reflect in their own responsibility for constructing an EE programme collectively.

Finally, the role of researchers might have also contributed to the success of the EE programme planning. Researchers worked as participants rather than as mere observers. The consensus achieved by students, teachers, and local authorities regarding the creation of the EE programme was partially possible because the researchers promoted the focus group where participants could discuss it. Since
the action research framework promotes participation, EE researchers should involve themselves in community discussions to support and encourage people to participate in EE programmes planning.

The main limitation that has been identified in this educational research experience relates to the inclusiveness of the focus group. The focus group did not include all the preparatory school students because the method requires a limited number of participants. Only the most interested students in environmental issues could participate in designing Ixtlan programme’s contents and activities. Although focus groups reduce actors’ participation in programme planning, results have shown that it is an effective method to make decisions on programme construction.

Conclusions

This case study shows that it is possible to plan a successful formal EE programme with the participation of students, teachers, and school and communal authorities. In addition, this study also led to the construction of a pertinent higher-level curriculum relevant to Ixtlan's current reality. In this sense, this case study contributes to consolidate the action research framework in EE research by accomplishing the pedagogical aim to transform, through teacher reflexivity, the science school curriculum towards participative educational experiences. This, as Elliot identified as long ago as 1994, meets an identified gap in existing education research—a gap that we are pleased to help close.

Based on the results of this research, we propose five key conditions for planning contextualised and long-term EE programmes in formal education systems:

- **Self-empowerment.** Support community members to coordinate the design and implementation of the EE programme, and to control the entire programme planning while being free from external institutional interventions.
- **Stability.** Encourage school teachers and local authorities to establish formal agreements which assure their future collaboration.
- **Adaptability.** Guide stakeholders in using novel teaching techniques that allow changing the content to be appropriate with new local situation while maintaining the intention of the session (i.e. field trips to teach different forestry problems: fires, diseases, deforestation).
- **Involvement.** Promote feedback on learning, both to the teachers and to the students themselves, by encouraging teachers to adopt participatory teaching techniques.
- **Reflection.** Improve environmental knowledge and values acquisition, as well as students’ discussion and reflection on the local environmental situation and solutions for improving local natural resource management.
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